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Self‐Reflection
Describe how the artifact you selected shows your strengths & growth in specific core
competencies. The prompt questions on the left ‐ or other self‐assessment activities you
may have done ‐ may guide your reflection process.

In Planning 10, the process of creating a resume, a cover letter, and the mock
interviews helped my personal and social awareness skills grow and take shape.
By building the resume, my confidence grew, and make me aware of all the things
that I have done in my past. It helped me recognize my own personal attributes
that made me self aware of my accomplishments. In the processes of making the
cover letter, I learned how to incorporate my thoughts, to something important that
future employers may want to hear. I grew by knowing how others prefer to hear
thoughts and ideas that appeal to their needs. By doing these I also learned how to
communicate with others responsibly building my social awareness skills. In class,
we also learned to do speed interviews. This helped us being comfortable and
calm in pressured social situations so we could be prepared in tough social
situations. I also practiced hand shakes and eye contact that future interviewers
will be looking for in future interviews. This helped me learn how to be prepared in
social situations and be responsible in these situations. I recognize my positive
abilities and can support my answers and decision. In the mock interview, I learned
how to be calm in tough situations and excel under pressure. I learned and
developed my strategies and strength to manage obstacles and accomplished
goals. I became self aware of my ability's and can explain them in a calm matter.
Through these assignments, I became more able give constructive feedback to my
peers to help them excel in their assignment as well as accept feed back from
others to improve on my personal awareness skills. I learned how to preform a
successful interview and to improve on my own skills under pressure.

In what ways might you further
develop your personal & social
competencies?

Publish Your Self Assessment
You will now attach and/or embed your self‐assessment to the bottom of the blog post with the artifact you have chosen. You may choose to
make this post private or public. After placing your artifact on a blog post, follow the instructions below.
1.
2.

3.
4.

Categories ‐ Self‐Assessment
Tags ‐ Now tag your post using the tag that corresponds to the competency that you have written about. You can choose more than
one. Please use lower case letters and be exact.
o #creativethinkingcc
o #communicationcc
o #criticalthinkingcc
o #socialresponsibilitycc
o #personalidentitycc
o #personalawarenesscc
Use the Add Document button located at the top of your post page and embed your self‐assessment at the bottom of your blog post.
Publish

